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would include risk-aversion as well as the trade-off be-
tween efficiency after disagreement and efficiency ex ante
(before the process begins).
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Methods for Visual Understanding of

Hierarchical System Structures
KOZO SUGIYAMA, MEMBER, IEEE, SHOJIRO TAGAWA, AND MITSUHIKO TODA, MEMBER, IEEE

A bstract-Two kinds of new methods are developed to obtain effective
representations of hierarchies automatically: theoretical and heuristic meth-
ods. The methods determine the positions of vertices in two steps. First the
order of the vertices in each level is determined to reduce the number of
crossings of edges. Then horizontal positions of the vertices are determined
to improve further the readability of drawings. The theoretical methods are
useful in recognizing the nature of the problem, and the heuristic methods
make it possible to enlarge the size of hierarchies with which we can deal.
Performance tests of the heuristic methods and several applications are
presented.
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D IGRAPHS are widely utilized in modeling structures
of complex systems in various fields where vertices

correspond to elements of the systems and edges corre-
spond to relations among the elements. It is empirically
recognized that drawings of the digraphs are useful as a
visual aid to understand overall images of the structures of
the complex systems. For example, block diagrams and
flowcharts are commonly used by engineers in performing
tasks such as structural modeling, project scheduling, com-
puter programming, etc.

Multilevel digraphs, called hierarchies, constitute an im-
portant subclass of digraphs. Interpretive Structural Mod-
eling (ISM) [1] and Program Evaluation and Review Tech-
nique (PERT) [2] are the well-known techniques in which
hierarchies are utilized for modeling structures of systems.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of procedures to develop methods for generating readable maps.

In ISM, structural models of systems are developed with
the aid of computers through interactive learning processes,
where participants to ISM exercises improve the models,
observing the drawings of the hierarchies displayed on
graphic terminals. Therefore it is important for the par-
ticipants that the hierarchies are drawn in a form readily
grasped by human eyes. Moreover an automatic method
for the drawing of hierarchies by a computer is indispensa-
ble because many hierarchies produced through the learn-
ing process should be drawn one after another without
much lapse of time. In PERT, precedence relations among
many activities constituting a project are illustrated by
hierarchies. The number of vertices and edges (or activities
and relations) included in PERT hierarchies is usually
quite large, and, engineers engaged in the project need to
see, in their daily work, the drawings of the hierarchies
which are visually understandable in terms of both local
and holistic structures. It is, however, extremely difficult to
manually draw the visually understandable hierarchies
when the sizes of the hierarchies are large.

This paper is intended to present methods to generate a
visually understandable drawing of a hierarchy (which we
call "a readable map" for simplicity) automatically by a
computer. In the whole algorithm developed, a set of
directed pairwise relations among elements of a system is
given and a readable map is obtained. Such an automatic
drawing of a hierarchy is of great assistance to an efficient
analysis of complex systems and interactive use of a com-
puter.
We analyze, formulate, and solve the problem to gener-

ate a readable map by the procedures illustrated in Fig. 1.
Procedures P1 to P5 are explained in the following.

(P1) Definition of a Hierarchy

A hierarchy is defined by terms of graph theory. This
definition clarifies boundaries of discussions on readabil-
ity.

(P2) Identification of Readability Elements

"Readability" of a map is analyzed. The readability may
intrinsically depend upon problems studied and on the

audiences of the map. The purpose of this analysis, how-
ever, is to consider common aspects of the readability.
Generally speaking, it is difficult to grasp the structure of a
digraph readily unless vertices are laid out in some regular
form (e.g., clustered layout) and/or unless edges are drawn
in such a form that paths can be readily traced by human
eyes. In the case of hierarchies, the former, regular layout
of vertices, is identified as the following readability ele-
ment.

Element A: "Hierarchical" layout of vertices.
The latter, traceability of paths, is broken down into the

following four readability elements.
Element B: "Less-crossings" of lines (edges). The great-

est difficulty in tracing paths is line crossings.
Element C: "Straightness" of lines. It is easy to trace

straight lines. This element is further broken down into
"straightness" of one-span edges (Element C1) and
"straightness" of long span edges (Element C2).

Element D: "Close" layout of vertices connected to each
other. It is desirable that paths are short.

Element E: "Balanced" layout of lines coming into or
going from a vertex. This means that the structural infor-
mation on branching and joining of paths is drawn clearly.

(P3) Specification of Basic Rules of Drawing

Basic rules to draw a hierarchy are specified. In order to
draw a hierarchy, we should determine a layout of vertices
and how to draw edges. We specify the basic rules regard-
ing these two aspects as follows.

Rule a) Vertices are placed on horizontal lines in each
level of the hierarchy without overlapping.

Rule b) Each edge is drawn with a straight line.

The problem is simplified by the specification of the basic
rules for drawing. We have only to determine horizontal
positions of vertices which attain readability. It should be
noted that Rule a) and Rule b) correspond to Element A
and Element C1, respectively.

(P4) Formulation as a Multstage Multiobjective Problem

The problem to generate readable maps is formulated as
a multistage multiobjective programming problem. The
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whole algorithm developed includes four steps, Step I to
Step IV. Step I is the preparatory step for a transforma-
tion. Step II and Step III are main steps where the layout
of vertices is determined. Rule a) (Element A) and Rule b)
(Element C1) are constraints for the main steps. In the first
main step, Element B, which is the most common among
the elements except A and C,, is attained and in the second
main step, Elements C2, D, and E are attained. Step IV is
the step for drawing. An outline of the whole procedure is
described in the following.

Step I: A "proper" hierarchy [3] is formed from a
given set of directed pairwise relations among
elements of a system. If the digraph gener-
ated from the relations has cycles, it is con-
densed and we obtain a multilevel digraph or
a hierarchy. Then, if the hierarchy has long
span edges, it is converted into a proper
hierarchy by adding dummy vertices and
edges.

Step II: The number of crossings of edges in the
proper hierarchy is reduced by permuting
orders of vertices in each level.

Step III: Horizontal positions of vertices are de-
termined by considering three elements C2,
D, and E. The order of the vertices de-
termined in Step II is given as constraints to
preserve the reduced number of crossings.

Step I V: A (two-dimensional) picture of the hierarchy
is automatically drawn where the dummy
vertices and edges are deleted and the corre-

sponding long span edges are regenerated.

An example of improvements of a drawing in Steps II and
III is shown in Fig. 2.

(P5) Theoretical and Heuristic Approaches

Both theoretical and heuristic approaches in developing
algorithms are carried out, since the theoretical methods
are useful in recognizing the nature of the problem, and the
heuristic methods make it possible to enlarge the size of
hierarchies with which we can deal. Crossing theory of
multilevel digraphs for the algorithms of Step II, has been
discussed by Warfield [3]. We extend his algorithm that
finds the minimum solutions of a two-level hierarchy to the
cases where the number of vertices in each level is greater
than five. This problem is formulated as a "minimum
feedback arc set" problem [4] in graph theory, and this
algorithm is called the penalty minimization (PM) method.
Since the crossing problem is combinatorial in nature, the
minimum solutions require extensive use of computing
time. Therefore, we have developed a heuristic algorithm
called the barycentric (BC) method. Its usefulness is justi-
fied by testing the performance of the algorithm.
Two different kinds of optimization and heuristic meth-

ods have been developed as the algorithms for Step III.

The former is called the quadratic programming (QP)
layout method since the problem is formulated in the form

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. An example of the improvements of a drawing. Step II: (a) -- (b).
Step III: (b)-(c).

of quadratic programming. The latter is called the priority
(PR) layout method where the computing cost is signifi-
cantly less than the QP method.
The analysis and discussions in this section are sum-

marized in Table I. Step I and Step IV are self-explanatory.
Therefore in the subsequent sections we will discuss Step II
and Step III.

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS

A. n-Level Hierarchy and Map

An n-level hierarchy (n 2 2) is defined as a directed
graph (V, F), where V is called a set of vertices and E a set
of edges, which satisfies the following conditions.

1) V is partitioned into n subsets, that is

VVI 2U ...UVn (vi nyvjo,i#j)
where Vi is called the i th level and n the length of the
hierarchy.

2) Every edge e = (vi,vj) E E, where vi E Vi and vj E Vj
satisfies i <j, and each edge in E is unique.
The n-level hierarchy is denoted by G = (V, E, n).
An n-level hierarchy is called "proper" when it satisfies

further the following conditions.
3) E is partitioned into n - I subsets, that is

E=E, UE2 U ... UEn_ (EinEj = 0, ij),

where E, C Vi X Vi+ 1, i = 1, * * *,n-1.
4) An order ai of Vi is given for each i, where the term

"order" means a sequence of all vertices of Vi; aj=
VV2 .. vIvjI(IViI denotes the number of vertices of Vi). The
n-level hierarchy is denoted by G = (V, E, n, a), where a=
(al,-* **o

This definition of the n-level proper hierarchy is slightly
different from Warfield's definition [3] in the following two
points.

a) In the former definition, edges are directed with
ascending orders of levels, while descending in the
latter.

b) In the former definition, orders of vertices are ex-
plicitly specified by a, while not specified in the
latter.

The drawing of a hierarchy is called a map. In a map all
the vertices belonging to the ith level Vi are arranged on
the i th line of the n horizontal real lines which are num-
bered from the top to the bottom (Rule a)). The coordinate
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TABLE I
SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS IN INTRODUCTION

readability methodsfunctions elements theoretical heuristic

basic rules constraints for Elements (A), (C)
of drawing algorithms 1

STEP I transformation intoSTEP I proper hierarchy

reduction of the PenaltyBayetiSTEP II number of crossings Element (B) Minimization Barycentric
(PM) method

improvement of hori- Quadratic Priorit
STEP III zontal positions of Elements (C2), (D), Programming (PR) method

vertices (E) (QP) method on
method

STEPIV display on graphicSTEPIV terminals

x(vi) of vertex vi on a real line is called a horizontal
position. Every edge is drawn with a straight line (Rule b)).
By specifying the rules of drawing, the problem is signifi-

cantly simplified since the number of crossings of a proper
hierarchy is determined by orders a of vertices in each level
and vertical coordinates of vertices are fixed according to
the level where each vertex is included. In the subsequent
sections, discussions are restricted to proper hierarchies.
Accordingly, a proper hierarchy is called a hierarchy for
simplicity.

B. Matrix Realization of n-Level Hierarchies

For an n-level hierarchy G = (V, E, n, a), the matrix reali-
zation of G is defined as follows.

1) A matrix M(')=M(a,,ai+1) is a IViIX Ii+I matrix
whose rows and columns are ordered according to a1
and ai+ , respectively.

2) Let ai vI Vk VIVJ and ai+ w=WI.wI.
wIVi+I Then the (Vk,wl) element of M(i), denoted by
m(Ji, is given by

M M (1) M (2) M(3)

c d ef qh i jk lm

R ) e1 1 1 11 C 1 0 0 0 gk 1 mi
, , b 11 ° ° 11e 1 0 0 1 h 1 0 1

(! ~~~~~~f 0 0 0 0 j 1 1 0

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Four-level hierarchy. (b) Its matrix realization.

by the ordered pair of row vectors (r(vj), r(vk)) is given by
the formula

q-1 q

k(r(vj),r(Vk)) = 2 2 mJOka
a= I ,=a+ 1

where q=IV+ I I. Consequently the formula
P-1 p

K( M(i)) =-1 k k(r(jvj), r(Vk))
j= 1 k=j+ 1

(3)

q

M/M( (4)
,8=a+ I

(1)of ( Vk IwI) E E

otherwise,
where M(i' is called an interconnection matrix.

3) A matrix realization g of G is given by the formula

gives the number of crossings of M(i) where p= Vi 1. Simi-
lar expressions can be obtained starting from ordered pairs
of column vectors. From (4), the total number K(g) of
crossings of g is given by

g(al, * * an) = M(1) ... M(n- I) (=g(V,E,n,a))
(2)

K(g)=K(M())+ -... +K(M(n- ))

In the following discussions g will be limited to a standard
form [3, p. 514] where there do not exist identical rows or

columns. An example of a hierarchy and its matrix realiza-
tion is shown in Fig. 3.

C. The Number of Crossings of n-Level Hierarchies

Formulas to calculate the number of crossings on the
map of n-level hierarchies have been given by Warfield [3].
In the ith interconnection matrix M(') = M(ai,ai+I) of g,

let a'i =v1V vj Vk ..VVj1. Further, let the row vector
of M(') corresponding to a vertex v E Vi be denoted by
r(v), then the number of crossings k(r(vj),r(vk)) produced

D. Connectivity

In an n-level hierarchy G= (V, E, n, a) if ai
VI ...Vk-...v, i=1,- ,n, then the upper connectivity
c,u of vertex v' and the lower connectivity CiL of vertex v'
are defined by the formulas

= m ) kk= I, 1Vij i=2, *,n (6)
j=l

v,+, II
L- MMcik = : kil

1=1

(7)

(5)
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E. Barycenters

Here three expressions of barycenters are defined. First
of all, barycenter Dy of a binary vector y =(y1, ,'Ymn) to
be used in the definition of a specific generating matrix in

Section III is given by
ni

Dy= .

j=l

Next the formulas

q q

R,A = 2 IMm(k) E ()

/-1 1=1

p p

B/l = 2, k.m(k)/ : m(',
k= I k klI

in

j1

k=l,. .,p (= Vil) (

I=l1, - ,q (= IVi+ I )

give row and column barycenters of a binary interconnec-
tion matrix M(') =(m('J) respectively, which will be used in
BC method.

Finally, upper and lower barycenters B[, B/L of upper
and lower vertices connected to the k th vertex v' in the i th
level are defined by

p

i,k =- I X ( V, )m ( ) / Cik,
j=l

q

Bik =EX(Vs mk/i k=l, ,|il (12)
1=1

where p =Vi- I and qJ' Vi+ I 1, and x(v) is the horizontal
position of a vertex v. These barycenters will be used in the
PR method.

III. REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF CROSSINGS
(STEP II)

Let Si be a set of all possible orders vi in an n-level
hierarchy G=(V,E,n,a) and S=SiX XS, then the
problem minimizing the number of crossings of the n-level
hierarchy is stated as follows:

minimize {K(g(a))I a ES} (13)

according to formulas (2)-(5). This problem, however, is
combinatorial in nature, therefore, it is difficult to obtain
the optimum solution when the size of the problem is not
small.

In this section algorithms are considered for two-level
hierarchies, and then these algorithms are extended to
cases for n-level hierarchies.

A. Algorithms for Two-Level Hierarchies

1) Penalty minimization method (PM method): Consider
a two-level hierarchy whose matrix realization g(a0, 02)=M
is given. We describe an algorithm to determine the set of
row (or column) orders that minimize the number of
crossings when the column (or row) order is fixed. In
Warfield [3, p. 512] this set is called Pj (or Qj)-set and is
obtained by referring to generating matrices for the cases

where there are not more than five vertices in each level.

The PM method can be used to obtain Pj (or Qj)-set for
general two-level hierarchies where there are more than five
vertices. It should also be noted that by applying this
algorithm to the permutation of row and column orders in
turn repeatedly, the number of crossings can be monotoni-
cally reduced.

Recall that k(r(u), r(v)) denotes the number of cross-
ings produced by the ordered row vectors corresponding to
the vertices u, vEV, when u precedes v in a,, while
k(r(v),r(u)) denotes the corresponding number when v
precedes u in a,. Formula (4) shows that the number of
crossings of the two-level hierarchy is a sum of p( p-1)/2
terms which are the numbers of crossings produced by the
ordered pairs of row vectors corresponding to all the
two-combinations of p vertices in V,. According to the
order of u and v in a1, one alternative of k(r(u), r(v)) and
k(r(v), r(u)) is taken for each two-combination {u, v} in
the summation of (4). Therefore, when we permute a1,
some of p( p - l)/2 terms are replaced from one alternative
to another according to the permuted order. We consider
the problem to determine the optimal order of vertices as
the problem to determine the set of orders in all the
two-combinations with some restrictions as stated subse-
quently.
The sum of the numbers of crossings which correspond

to all the two-combinations of p vertices is minimized if
every term takes its minimum, i.e., min {k(r(u),
r(v)),k(r(v),r(u))}. However there might not be any order
of vertices which corresponds to the sum so obtained. For
this reason, some terms might have to take nonminima. Let
us set p(u, v) = k(r(v), r(u))- k(r(u), r(v)) if
k(r(v),r(u))> k(r(u),r(v)), where the number p(u,v) is
called a penalty. Now our problem is to determine ap-
propriate orders in all the two-combinations of vertices
such that the sum of penalties induced by nonminimal
terms is minimized under the condition that there exists a
corresponding order of vertices.

In order to describe the algorithm a penalty digraph is
introduced.

Penalty digraph: Let g(a0,02) M be given. Then we
consider the case where the row order a, is permuted under
the fixed column order 02. The penalty digraph H is
defined by

H= (W,F,p)

where
W= V1

F ((u,v) E WX W k(r(u),r(v)) < k(r(v),r(u))}

Nr =f{1l 2, }.
p:F- -N is defined by p(u,v) =k(r(v),r(u))-

k(r(u),r(v)) for each (u,v) C F.

This penalty digraph H is used for the reordering of a1 as
described subsequently.

Algorithm: If H is cycle-free, the row order to minimize
the number of crossings can be determined easily. How-
ever, if V2 I> 5, H is not always cycle-free. This fact
directly follows from Warfield's discussions of generating
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matrices [3]. In order to determine an order of all the
vertices, we must eliminate all the cycles in H by reversing
directions of appropriate edges in F. The order that mini-
mizes the number of crossings can be obtained by minimiz-
ing the sum of penalties corresponding to the edges of
which directions are reversed. The algorithm is given as
follows.

Step 1: The penalty digraph H is obtained.
Step 2: All the strongly connected components are

found in H (see [4]).
Step 3: In every component which contains more than

two vertices, cycles are eliminated by reversing
directions of edges so that the sum of penalties
is minimized. It should be noted that this step is
identical with the "minimum feedback arc set"
problem in graph theory (see [5]).

Step 4: The order of V1 is determined according to the
revised digraph of H which is obtained in Step
3.

Example: Consider a two-level hierarchy G= (V, E, 2, a),
where

V=V1VU V2

V1 { 1, 2,3,4,5, 6,7,81,
V2 {a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h},
E= {(I, c),(l, d),(1, e),(l, h),(2, c),(2, e),(3, a),

(3, e),(3, f ),(3, h),(4, e),(5, c),(5, g),(6, f)

(7, b),(7, d),(8, b),(8, f ),(8, g)},
aJ=(a1, a2),

al - 12345678,

a2 = abcdefgh.

A map of G and a matrix realization g of G are as follows:

® -)® denotes the penalty relation p(u,v) =q.

Step 2: We obtain all the strongly connected compo-
nents in H

{1,3,4,5,8} {2} {6} {7}. (see [4])
The first strongly connected component is illustrated be-
low.

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Step 3: We eliminate all the cycles in the strongly con-
nected component { 1, 3,4,5,8} (see [5]). The arc adjacency
matrix A and A =A +I (I is the identity matrix) are

a b c d e f g h

1

2

3

4
g=

5

6

7

8

a b c d e f g h

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

O 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 O 0 1 0 0 0

O 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 '0 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

1
3

8

The number of crossings K(g) is 69.
Step 1: We calculate the penalty digraph H for V1. A

drawing of the penalty digraph H is as follows where

1 3 4 5 8

O 12 U2 0 0
0 0 0 0 U3

0 U4 0 0 U5

U6 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 U7 0

1
0
0

U6
0

u2
1

U4

0
0

U2
0
11
0
0

0
0
0
1

U7

0
U3

U5I
0
1,I

where u' has penalty 2 and the other variables have
penalty 1. We next calculate the permanent expansion
+ _±+ _

A of A:

+ _ +

A Iuu3u6u7 ± u2u5u6u7 + u2u3u4u6u7.

Replacing ui with Boolean variables ei and interchanging
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product and sum, we obtain the following a-set function:

f=(e2 +e3 +e6 +e7)(e2 +e +e6±e7)
*(e2 +e3 + e4 +-e6 +-e7).

By applying the absorption law we have

f e1e4e5 + e,e2 ± e3e5 - e2e3 + e6 + e7.

Therefore, we get minimum feedback arc set solutions {e6}
or {e7} with penalty 1.

Step 4. We get the optimal orders of the vertices in VI
by reversing the edge 5 -- l(or 8 -> 5) in H corresponding
to e6(or e7). For e6 we have the following three orderings:

ol-7 2 1 4 3 8 5 6
7 2 1 4 3 8 6 5
7 2 1 4 3 6 8 5,

since there are no penalty relations for (6, 8) and (6, 5). For
e7we obtain

I= 7 2 5 1 4 3 8 6
7 2 5 1 4 3 6 8.

Consequently, we have the following map and matrix
realization for a solution

a, 7 2 1 4 3 8 5 6.

7 2 1 4 3 8 5 6

a b c d e f g h

a b c'd e f g h
7 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 O
2 0 O 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 O 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
4 0 O 0 0 1 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
8 0 1 0 O O 1 1 0
5 O O 1 0 0 0 1 0
6 0 O 0 0 0 1 0 0l

The number of crossings is now reduced to 48.
2) Barycentric method (BC method): We c'onsider a heur-

istic method for the reordering of the row order a,=
vIv2 'VIV,j to reduce the number of crossings under the
fixed column order (X2 in M(U,,02). The essential idea of
this method is to reorder al according to the row bary-
centers BRlk,k= l, ,VI which are calculated by (9).
These are ordered from the smallest to the largest, that is
B R < B R, < S B R v, where if there are sets of rows of
which barycenters are equal, the original order is pre-
served. Then if the reordering of al is denoted by a', we
have a' =vvs,s v .This operation which transforms
M(GI,G2) to the reordered matrix M(al,"2), is called
"barycentric ordering" of rows and is denoted byRIR i.e.,
M(G, (T2) = R(M(Gf1 2 )). The barycentric ordering of col-
umns is similarly defined and is denoted by jBc. We can
reduce the number of crossings by repeating the bary-
centric ordering of rows and columns in turn.

Effectiveness of the barycentric ordering: A matrix called
a generating matrix, which is very useful in considering the
ordering problem, has been defined by Warfield [3]. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the barycentric ordering we
introduce a specific generating matrix called a barycenter-
ordered generating matrix (BGM). This is a square matrix
T1,, of dimensions 2 -1 by 2 -1 with the following
properties.

a) Rows and columns of Tm have the same index set
which consists of all possible binary vectors, except
zero vector, of dimension m.

b) The index set consisting of 2' - 1 binary vectors is
ordered from the smallest to the largest according to
their barycenters calculated by (8). This ordered in-
dex set is denoted by rl, r2, r2 -

c) Denoting the (rri,j) element of Tm by t1j, tij -"+"
and tji "-" if k(ri,rj) < k(rj,ri), and tij = tji "'0''
if k(ri,rj) - k(rj,ri) (see Fig. 4).

It should be recognized that when the (i, j) element in
the upper triangular part of BGM is "-", the barycentric
ordering is inconsistent with the order of a pair of vectors
(ri, rj) that minimizes the number of crossings produced by
the pair. The numbers of "-", "A+ ", and "0" elements in
the upper triangular part, except diagonal elements, of
BGM, Nm- , Nm+, and N2°, for m= 2,5 .,1 have been
counted, which are shown in Table II.
From these numbers, the inconsistency rate Am for m

2, I is calculated by

Nm- X 100
Nm- +Nm,HNmo

- Nm X 100 percent
(2m - 1)(2m 1 - 1)

(14)

and those for m = 20 and 30 are obtained with extrapo-
lation. It is remarkable that the inconsistency rates are
significantly low, which tells us that the barycentric order-
ing is expected to be sufficiently effective for the reduction
of the number of crossings.

Algorithm: The algorithm consists of two phases, Phase
1 and Phase 2. Phase 2 uses Phase 1 as a subalgorithm. In
Phase 1 the barycentric ordering of rows or columns is
repeated in turn. In this operation for Phase 1, the orders
of the rows (or columns) which have equal barycenters are
preserved. However, we may be able to reduce the number
of crossings by changing these orders. Therefore, Phase 2 is
introduced to carry out the operation to reorder rows (or
columns) with equal barycenters just after the execution of
Phase 1. In Phase 2 the orders of these rows (or columns)
are reversed in each set (this operation is called "reversion"
of rows (or columns) and is denoted by RR(M) (or Rc(M)),
and then Phase 1 is reexecuted starting with columns (or
rows). This operation has been empirically found to be
effective.
The algorithm is given as follows: Let Mo be a matrix

realization of a two-level hierarchy and let M* be a solu-
tion matrix, and K* the number of crossings of M*.
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Fig. 4. Barycenter-ordered generating matrices (BGM's). (a) BGM T2.
(b) BGM T3. (c) BGM T4. (d) BGM T5.
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TABLE II
NUMBERS OF +," AND "O" ELEMENTS IN UPPER
TRIANGULAR PART OF BGM AND INCONSISTENCY RATES

m Nm Nm Nm total 6 (%)
m m ini

2 0 3 0 3 0
3 0 18 3 21 0
4 0 90 15 105 0
5 2 400 63 465 0.43
6 17 1707 229 1953 0.87
7 114 7082 805 8001 1.42
8 591 29030 2764 32385 1.82
9 2825 117991 9489 130305 2.17

10 12607 477467 32679 522753 2.41
11 54434 1926100 113547 2094081 2..60
20 4.39
30 5.55

Phase 1:

Step 1: M*: Mo,K*:=K(Mo)
Step 2: Ml: 18R(MO)
Step 3: If K(M1)<K* then M*:=Ml and K*:=

K(M1).
Step 4: M2: = ,C(Ml)
Step 5: If K(M2)<K* then M*:=M2 and K*:=

K(M2).
Step 6: If Mo and M2 are equal or if the number of

iterations in Phase 1 attains an initially given
number, Phase 1 is terminated and go to Step
7. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

Phase 2:

Step 7: M3:=RR(M2)
Step 8: When the barycenters of columns of M3 are

not arranged in an increasing order, go to Step
llwith MO: = M3; otherwise, go to Step 9.

Step 9: M4: = Rc(M3)
Step 10: When the barycenters of rows of M4 are not

arranged in an increasing order, go to Step 11
with MO: M4; otherwise, terminate calcula-
tions.

Step 11: If the number of iterations in Phase 2 attains
an initially given number, then terminate
calculations; otherwise, go to Step 2.

In the algorithms above, if reordering of columns fic is
selected as the initial operation for Phase 1, f3R in Step 2 is
replaced by f3c and f3c in Step 4 is replaced by 13R*
Similarly for Phase 2, Rc is used instead of RR in Step 7
and RR is used instead of Rc in Step 9.

Example: Consider a two-level hierarchy Go of which
map is as follows:

1M stentlitcnct

1) Mo is the initial interconnection matrix of GO:

2) By reordering rows b, c, d of Mo, M1 is obtained:

e f g h i

a 1 1 0 0 0 1.5
Ml d 1 0 1 0 1 3.0

b 1 0 0 1 1 3.3
c 0 1 0 1 1 3.7

2.0 2.5 2.0 3.5 3.0

K(MI)= 11.

3) By reordering columns f, g, h, i of Ml, M2 is obtained
(end of Phase 1):

e g f i h

a 1 0 1 0 0 2.0
M2- d 1 1 0 1 0 2.3

b 1 0 0 1 1 3.3
c 0 0 1 1 1 4.0

2.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

K(M2)=9.

4) By reversing the order of columns e, g of M2, M3 is
obtained (start of Phase 2):

g e f i h

a 0 1 1 0 0 2.5
M3= d 1 1 0 1 0 2.3

b 0 1 0 1 1 3.7
c 0 0 1 1 1 4.0

2.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

K(M3)=9.

5) By reordering rows a, d of M3, M4 is obtained:

g e f i h

d 1 1 0 1 0

M4=-a 0 1 1 0 0
b 0 1 0 1 1

c O 0 1 1 1

1.0 2.0 3.0 2.7 3.5

2.3
2.5
3.7
4.0

K(M4) 8.

6) By reordering columnsf, i of M4, M5 is obtained (end
of Phase 2):

g e i f h

d 1 1 1 0 0
MA5= a 0 1 0 1 0

b 0 1 1 0 1
c O 0 1 1 1

1.0 2.0 2.7 3.0 3.5

2.0
3.0
3.3
4.0

K(M5)=7
=mn

A map of the hierarchy G5 which corresponds to M5 is as
follows:

e f g h i B,k
a 1 0 0 0 1.5

Mo = b 1 0 0 1 1 3.3 K(Mo)
c 0 1 0 1 1 3.7
d 0 1 0 1 3.0

Bc 2.3 2.0 4.0 2.5 3.0

14.

G

B. Algorithm for n-Level Hierarchies

We consider an n-level hierarchy g(,u '. .

M( 1,o2)M(J2,u3)...M. na-I"n) where n 2 3. The prob-
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lem (13) is rewritten as follows:

minimize f(z)=:z, +Z2 + +Zn-I

subject to

Zi-K(M(ai,ai+1)), i l, ,n -

ai IESI. il ,n.

Note that the functionf(z) is so-called separable. This fact
might justify a decomposition into two-level subproblems
(Pi): min {K(M( ai,ai + 1)) a I

E Si, a + I IE Si+I} i-= ,* * *,n
- 1. But we cannot solve subproblem (Pi) separately
since problem (Pi) is dependent on problems (Pi-,) and
(Pi+,). Therefore, we introduce other subproblems
(PD(o*)):min {K(M(a', Gi+ I#))ai+1 E Si+1} or

(PiU(a;*+ l)): min{K(M(Uai,g*+ l))ai E Si}, where a,i* or a*
are given orders, i 1, ,n - 1. Subproblems (piD(aI)) or

(pU( aA I)) are weaker than subproblems (Pi), but by tak-
ing a solution aOI of (piD( a*)) as an order aUl in
(P/I(aA+ 1)) sequentially, the number of crossings is re-

duced. Consequently, our algorithm is stated as follows.

Step 1: An initial order a* E SI is given. Let i: = 1.
Step 2: Solve the subproblem (PiD( a*)) and let a solu-

tion of (p D(0*)) be denoted by ,+l .

Step 3: If i<n- 1, then i:-i+ 1 and go to Step 2. If
i n - 1, then go to Step 4.

Step 4: Solve the subproblem (PiU(a.+ I)) and let a solu-
tion of (PiU(a + I)) be denoted by a,*.

Step 5: If i>1, then i:=i- 1, and go to Step 4. If
1, then STOP.

The procedure to solve (PI'I(o))_*(pD 1(a*_ )) (or
(PU(*)),-,(Pu(a*))) in turn is called DOWN (or uP)

procedure. The whole procedure above is called DOWN-UP
procedure. Then, we iterate DOWN-UP procedures until at
least one of the following conditions is attained:

a)
b)

the same matrix realization appears periodically,
the number of times of iterations reaches an initially
given number.

On the other hand, we can start with an initial order a,,*

To solve a subproblem (JpiD( Gi*)) or (PiU( ,*+)), PM
method or BC method can be applied. If BC method is
applied, the above procedure of iteration is called Phase 1.
It has been observed that in most cases the period of the
termination condition a) is one. Particularly, this condition
is accomplished when all rows and columns are arranged in
the increasing order of barycenters when BC method is
applied. When there exist sets of rows (or columns) which
have equal barycenters just after the execution of Phase 1,

Phase 2 is executed, where a procedure similar to Phase 2
of the two-level algorithm is applied.

Phase 2 consists of two procedures, DOWN and up. In
DOWN (or up) procedure, the order of columns (or rows) in
level i with equal barycenters is reversed and Phase 1 starts
with DOWN (or UP) procedure, where i runs 2 through n (or
n -1 through 1). When Phase 1 has been terminated with
DOWN (or uP) procedure, Phase 2 starts with DOWN (or up)
procedure. The whole procedure is called the n-level BC
method.
We considered another procedure for n-level hierarchies.

In this procedure the barycenter of a vertex in level i is
calculated by regarding connected vertices in both level
i 1 and level i + 1, and the same DOWN-UP (or UP-DOWN)
iterations were adopted (in the n-level BC method either
level i- I or level i + 1 is considered). However the results
of the experiments for several examples were all worse than
the results executed by the n-level BC method. The reason
of the difference of performance might be that, in the
above procedure, vertices whose orders were not yet im-
proved are considered in calculating barycenters, whereas
in the n-level BC method only vertices whose orders were

already improved are considered.
Example: Consider a four-level hierarchy Go of which a

map follows:

G0

l) go is the initial matrix realization of Go:

M(1) M(2) M(3)
d e f g h i j k I

a 0 l d I gg00 1

go = b 1 0 0 e I I h I 0
c I 00 f 0 1 0 i 0 0 0

2.5 1.0

K(go) 5.

2) By reordering vertices d, e (columns d, e of M(') and
rows d, e of M(2)) in go, g1 is obtained (start of Phase
1-DOWN);

instead of a* and this procedure is called UP-DOWN proce-
dure. The iteration is performed similarly as for DOWN-UP
procedure.
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e d f g h i j k I

a 1 0 0 e 1 1 1 g O 0 1
gl b 0 1 0 d 1 0 0 h 1 1 0 K(g1z 5.

c 0 1 0 f 0 1 0 i 0 0 0

1.0 2.5 1.5 2.0 1.0

3) By reordering vertices g, h, i in g1, g2 is obtained:

e d f i g h j k 1

a I 0 0 e 1 1 1 i 0 0 0
g2= b 0 1 0 d 0 1 0 g 0 0 1 K(g2)= 3.

c 0 1 0 f 0 0 1 h 1 1 0

1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.0

4) By reordering verticesj, k, I in g2, g3 is obtained (end of Phase 1):

e d f i g h j k

a 1 0 0 1.0 e 1 1 1 2.0 i 0 0 0
g3= b 0 1 0 2.0 d 0 1 0 2.0 g 1 0 0 1.0 K(g3) -1.

c 0 1 0 2.0 f 0 0 1 3.0 h 0 1 1 2.5

1.0 2.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

5) Although verticesj, k of which barycenters are equal are reversed in g3, same matrices are obtained (g3) (Phase
2-DOWN).

6) By reversing vertices e, d in g', g4 is obtained (start of Phase 2-up).

d e f i g h I k j

a 0 1 0 2.0 d 0 1 0 2.0 i 0 0 0
g4 b 1 0 0 1.0 e 1 1 12.0 g 1 0 0 1.0 K(g4)= 3.

c 1 0 0 1.0 f 0 0 13.0 h 0 1 1 2.5

7) By reordering rows a, b, c in g4 (Phase 1-uP), g5 is obtained:

d e f i g h I k j

b 1 0 Gd 0 1 0 i 0 0 0
g5 c 1 0 0 e 1 1 1 g 1 0 0 K(g5) 1

a 0 1 0 f 0 0 1 h 0 1

1.5 3.0 2.0 1.5 2.5

8) By reordering columns i, g in g5 (Phase 1-DOWN), g6 is obtained (end of Phase 2):

d e f g i h 1 k j

b 1 0 0 1.0 d 1 0 0 1.0 g 1 0 0 1.0
g6 C 1 0 0 1.0 e 1 1 1 2.0 i 0 0 0 K(g6)0O

a 0 1 0 2.0 f 0 0 1 3.0 h 0 1 1 2.5
I I

1.5 3.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 1 3.0 3.0
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TABLE III
RESULTS OF PERFORMANCE TESTS OF n-LEVEL BC METHOD (N= Vi

No. n (N1 ..,Nn ) r -
n K. -K

m -K1 Kin I 1 I2
1 2 (3,4) 0.3 3.90 3.68 3.51 3.63 0.944 0.983
2 2 (3,4) 0.5 5.70 4.33 4.12 4.30 0.924 0.991
3 2 (5,6) 0.3 19.8 16.9 15.9 16.7 0.934 0.990
4 2 (5,6) 0.5 39.4 23.8 22.7 23.5 0.940 0.988
5 2 (5,6) 0.7 74.8 29.9 28.7 29.4 0.945 0.979
6 4 (4,4,4,4) 0.3 13.1 11.1 10.6 10.9 0.942 0.983
7 4 (4,4,4,4) 0.5 28.4 17.6 16.4 17.3 0.914 0.969
8 4 (4,4,4,4) 0.7 52.4 20.8 20.0 20.4 0.935 0.980

G6 which corresponds to g6 is as

G6

G6

C. Performance Tests of BC Method

In order to evaluate the performance of the BC method,
we chose eight different types of hierarchies, in the length n

of levels, the numbers of vertices Vi and a parameter v

specifying density of edges. For each type of hierarchy a

hundred matrix realizations were generated by using ran-

dom numbers generated by a computer. The number of
edges generated was controlled by vr, which is the expected
value of IEl/lE'l, where IEI is the number of edges of a

generated hierarchy and CE is that of the complete multi-
level digraph having the same configuration of nodes
(N, Na). For each one of the hundred matrices the
initial number of crossings Kini and the minimum number
of crossings Kmin were calculated. Kmin was obtained by a

combinatorial (exhaustive) search. Further, by applying the
BC method to each one of the hundred hierarchies, two
types of performance indices were calculated by

IIl = ( Kini
I -{(Ki'2 ini

-KI)/(Ki -Kmin)

K2 )/ ( Kini -Kmin )

(15)

(16)

where K1 and K2 mean the numbers of crossings just after
the execution of Phase 1 and Phase 2, respectively. Results
of the tests are presented in Table III, which shows that the
BC method is significantly effective as expected from the
inconsistency rate in Table II. In Table III the overbar
(e.g., I2) denotes the mean value of the corresponding
variables (e.g., I2) of the hundred randomly generated
hierarchies.

foregoing step to reduce the number of crossings. Let
a* = vk ...jV i= 1, n,, then we denote the
horizontal position of the kth vertex on the ith level by
x(v') or simply X. The problem to determine horizontal
positions of vertices to improve the readability elements
(C2), (D), and (E) is formulated as the following quadratic
programming.

Objective function.
minimize f= cfi + ( - c)f2 , 0<c <l (17)

a) "close" layout of vertices connected to each other
(readability Element D):

n- r lVil 1lVe+ll

from 21 z;1 Xl (4 (18)i=l k=l/1 J-

b) "balanced" layout of edges coming into or outgoing
from a vertex (readability Element E):
n-1 IVi)

f2 = 2 :: ( Xk -Bik)U(C -)k s
i=l (k=l

(19)+ (X4
i=2 k= 1

where

u(z)=t if z>0
if z < 0.

Constraints.

a) Fixed orders (readability Element B):

xi x (= given constant) (20)

k+ -Xk a ( given positive number),

k= l,- - ,Vil -1, i= l,- -,n; (21)
b) "straightness" of long span edges (readability Ele-

ment C2)

IV. DETERMINATION OF HORIZONTAL POSITIONS OF
VERTICES (STEP III)

A. Quadratic Programming Layout Method (QP Method)

An n-level hierarchy G =(V,E,n,a*) is given, where a*
is the orders of vertices which are determined by the

Xk = X I if mki=
and both v5k and vi l are dummy vertices, k-
1, * * , Vi , l=~ .* * * ,I Vi+± 1, i= 2,. * ,n-2. (22)

Example: Consider the following four-level hierarchy
where x14 and x15 denote dummy vertices.

A map of hierarchy
follows.
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1) Initial values of horizontal positions of vertices in
each level are given by

Xk -xo+k,

Objective function:

minimizef=cf1 + (I -c)f2

a) f,=(xl-x4)2+(x2 -x14)2+(x2 -x5)2+(x3 -x5)2
+(X3 -X6)2+(X3 -X4)2+(X4 -X8)2+(X4 -X9)2

+ (X14 -X15)2+ (X6_-X10)2+ (X6 -x1)2+ (X6 -x12)2
(X9 -X13 )2+ (X15 -X13 )2+ (X10-X13 )2

b) 12 =(x2 -(x14 +x5)/2)2+(X3 _(X5 +x6 +x7)/3)2
+ (X4 -(X8 +xg)/2)2+(X6 -(X10 +X1I1 +X12)/3)2

+(X5 -(X2 +X3)/2)2+ (X13 -(X9 +X15 +x]O)/3)2
Constraints:

a) x=l100 (=x0) x2-xI.l (=a) x3-X2.
X14-X4'>l X5-X14,>l X6-X5I>
X7-x6.>l X9-X81l X15-X9l>

X10-X15 > 1 X11-X10'>1 X]2-Xll > 1

b) X14=X15

Solution (c=0.5).

where xo is a given integer.
2) Positions of vertices in each level are improved in the

order of levels 2, ,n,n- * ,l,t, ,n where t is a
given integer (2 < t < n - 1). The improvements of the
positions of vertices in levels 2, * , n and t, , n are called
DOWN procedures, while those for levels n -, , 1 are
called up procedures.

3) Positions of vertices in each level are determined one
by one according to their priority numbers. The highest
priority number, an integer more than the maximum of
connectivities of all vertices, is given to dummy vertices to
improve the readability Element C2. Priority numbers given
to the other vertices are the connectivities of the vertices
calculated by (6) or (7) to improve the readability Element
E through the operations described in 4).

4) The principle to improve the position of a vertex is to
minimize the difference between the present position of the
vertex and the upper (or lower) barycenter given by (11)
(or (12)), of the vertex in DOWN (or uP) procedure under
the following conditions.

a) The position of the vertex should be integer and can
not be equal to the positions of other vertices in the
same level.

b) The order of vertices of each level should be pre-
served (readability Element B).

c) Positions of only vertices of which priorities are less
than the priority of the vertex can be changed, where
the distance displaced should be as small as possible
(readability Element D).

The details of the algorithm are described in Sugiyama et
al. [6].

Example: In order to illustrate the process of improving
the positions of vertices by the PR method, consider the
following two-level subhierarchy which contains the i1 th
and the ith levels of an n-level hierarchy where u6 and v2
are dummy vertices.

B. Priority Layout Method (PR Method)

This method is a heuristic method which is developed to
reduce the computing cost needed to obtain horizontal
positions of vertices that realize a readable layout of a
given n-level hierarchy. The fundamental idea for this
method is similar to that for the multilevel BC method, i.e.,
a decomposition of the problem and "sequential" applica-
tion of level operations (called improvements of horizontal
positions). In case of the multilevel BC method, the re-
ordering of vertices is performed according to barycenters
of the vertices, while in this method the improvement is
carried out according to "priority numbers" given to
vertices. When we let xi' 1, ,xfv) the algorithm is
outlined in the following.

i-i th level

i th level

5 10 3

horizontal
position 1 2 3 _ 74 5 6 7 8 9

Now we improve the positions of vertices of the ith level
in the DOWN procedure. The priority numbers of vertices
vI, V2, V3, and V4 are 5, 10, 3, and 2, respectively, where 10
means the highest priority number which is given to the
dummy vertices. First, the position of v2 is improved, since
it has the highest priority number. By this improvement,
the positions {x(v1),. .,x(V4)} of vertices v,I V2, V3, and
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v4 are displaced from {1,2,3,4} to {1,6,7,8} so that v2 is
connected to u6 by a vertical line. Next, the position of v1
that has the second highest priority number is improved
and we have {3, 6,7, 8}. Then, after the improvement of the
position of v3, we have {3,6,8,9}. Finally, although the
desirable position of v4, B,, is 8, the position of v4 can not
be displaced because the priority number of V3 is higher
than the priority number of v4. As a result, we have the
following two-level subhierarchy.

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

number Phase 1 Phase 2lVi of edges ini min K1 CPU K2 CPU

1) 6 21 41 46 21 21 0.07 21 0.17

2) 14 152 159 151 ? 31 2.3 16 7.7

3) 2 76 99 2067 ? 446 1.22 446 1.34

4) 11 38 42 24 3 3 0.1 30.37
5) 19 189 227 404 ? 82 1.03 75 15.2

1 2 3 4 5

V. APPLICATIONS

The multilevel BC method is applied
five practical hierarchies that have alrea
by the following quoted references.

1) the six-level hierarchy which appear(
2) a 14-level hierarchy which represer

tions among a set of papers concerr
successive process of statistical infef

3) a two-level hierarchy which also rel
relations among a set of papers in (

4) an 11-level hierarchy which is use

structure of interactions among sub
lum of a university [9], and

5) a 19-level hierarchy illustrating a

propagation of events when an e

[10].

Results of the applications are summari
Table IV shows the number of crossings r
computation time on FACOM M190 nee
execution of Phase 1 and Phase 2. The ri

ing numbers is significant and the centrc
(CPU) time (s) is small for these practical

Presented in Fig. 5 are drawings c
hierarchy which appeared in Malone [1 1]
interdependence of obstacles to investr
lumbus, Ohio, central business district. Th
been applied to the initial map (a), then th
been applied to the resulting hierarchy to
ble maps (b), (c), and (d). The parameter
function was varied to obtain the three m
c = 0.5 for (c), and c = 0.05 for (d). Fig. '

by applying the BC method and the PR n

time needed for these computations on FA
1.1 s for the BC method, and for Fig. 5

(b)
(c)

(d)

32 s

30 s

1108 s

QP method
QP method
QP method

(e) 0.1 s PR method

where the CPU time for PR method is considerably less
than that for QP method. Only "close" layout of the
vertices is considered in Fig. 5(b) (c= 1 in the objective
function), hence the map is compact. More weight is given
to "balanced" layout of edges as c decreases, hence the

'_3, map expands to Fig. 5(d). From a practical viewpoint, it
¢ I may be said that the PR method is preferable to the QP

method.
Drawings of the 14-level hierarchy (Example 2) are

presented in Fig. 6, where (a) is the initial map and (b) is
to the following the readable map resulting after the BC method and the

dy been obtained PR method were applied. For each of the readability
elements satisfactory results were achieved.
We considered condensation of a digraph in Step I to

ed in Warfield [3], obtain a hierarchy, but other schemes can be applied to
its reference rela- generate a hierarchy for a digraph with cycles. We present
ning the theory of an example of another scheme to generate a hierarchy. In
rences [7], the example the effective representation algorithms were
presents reference applied to the diagram that illustrates the dependence of
-AD/CAM [8], the variables of system dynamics. The diagram in Fig. 7(a)
d to analyze the shows the schematic relations of the variables that have
ijects in a curricu- been used to simulate the future dynamics of the world [12,

pp. 20, 21]. A two-dimensional diagram for system dy-
structure of the namics contains cycles, but a cycle contains at least one
arthquake occurs level variable (e.g., variables denoted by rectangular vertices

in Fig. 7(a)) due to a constraint imposed by a Dynamo
ized in Table IV. compiler. Therefore, the cycles can be eliminated by draw-
*emaining and the ing the level variables twice as described below.
ded just after the The digraph can then be represented by a hierarchical
eduction of cross- map. An application of the BC method and the PR method
al processing unit to the map resulted in the drawing in Fig. 7(b). The bottom
examples. vertices (solid line square vertices) in Fig. 7(b) denote the
)f the nine-level level variables at some time, and the top vertices (broken
and represent the line square vertices) are the same variables after the unit-
nent in the Co- time of the simulation. Since the vertices at the top and

ie BC method has bottom levels denote the same variables, it is desirable to

ie QP method has locate the vertices in the same order. The definition of
obtain the reada- recurrent hierarchies in the appendix enabled the applica-
c in the objective tion of the BC method and the PR method to the hierarchy.
aps; c- 1 for(b), Note that Fig. 7(b) exhibits the order by which auxiliary
5(e) was obtained variables (circular vertices) are determined at each time
5nethod. The CPU step of the simulation. Each variable can be determined

kCOM M190 was only after all the lower level variables have been de-
termined that are connected to the variable.

It may be difficult to determine which figure, 7(a) or
7(b), is more effective in representing the simulation model.
Considering that (a) was manually drawn to communicate
the simulation model to human readers, and that (b) was
automatically drawn by a computer, we might justify that
(b) is a reasonably good representation of the model.

i-1 th level

i th level

horizontal
position
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(a)

(a)

(c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 5. Maps of the nine-level hierarchy [II]. (a) Initial. (b) BC + QP
methods (c = 1.0). (c) BC + QP methods (cL= 0.5). (d) BC + QP methods

(c = 0.05). (e) BC + PR methods.

(b)
Fig. 6. Maps of a 14-level hierarchy (Example 2). (a) Initial. (b) Result

(BC + PR method).

(b)
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. (a) Diagram of the world model (Forrester [ 12]). (b) Hierarchical representations of the world model.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have discussed common aspects of the readability of
maps and have developed theoretical algorithms (PM, QP
methods) and heuristic algorithms (BC, PR methods). We
have identified five readability elements. The procedure to
generate maps attaining these elements consists of two
steps. In the first main step the number of crossings of a

hierarchy is reduced by the PM or BC method, and in the
second main step, other readability elements such as
"straightness" of long span edges, "close" layout of vertices,
and "balanced" layout of edges are realized by the QP or
PR method. The whole procedure from Step I to Step IV
has been coded by Fortran on FACOM M190, where the
heuristic algorithms, BC and PR methods, have been em-
ployed for Step II and Step III, respectively. The theoreti-
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cal algorithms, PM and QP methods, have also been coded
and have been applied to solve examples of small size due
to computing cost. By developing the theoretical algo-
rithms, we can recognize the nature of the problem to
generate the readable representations of hierarchies. On the
other hand, by developing the heuristic algorithms, we can

enlarge the size of problems we can deal with. We have
already applied BC and PR methods to a problem which
has more than 500 vertices.

Furthermore, the BC method has been extended for the
case when vertices in each level of hierarchies are parti-
tioned into several subsets and all vertices in a subset must
be arranged on a line adjacently. QP and PR methods have
also been extended for the case when each vertex is drawn
with a square whose size is determined by the importance
of the vertex or by the number of characters labeling the
vertex. As a further extension of the algorithms, important
cases are when the area to draw a hierarchy is limited; for
example, the area on an XY plotter is limited horizontally
or the area on a graphic display is limited both horizontally
and vertically. Finally, the following studies are envisaged
for future research:

(1) studies of relationships between readability and level
assignments [13] in acyclic digraphs,

(2) developments of methods for readable drawing of
digraphs with cycles, and

(3) developments of methods for readable drawing of
undirected graphs.

APPENDIX
RECURRENT HIERARCHIES

The definition of an n-level recurrent hierarchy is slightly
different from that of an n-level hierarchy: a directed graph
(V, E) is called an n-level recurrent hierarchy if

1) V is partitioned into n subsets, that is

V=VIuV2u * .UVn (Vi nvj,0,i#j);
2) E is partitioned into n subsets, that is

whereEiCViXVi+ ,il, ,n-1,andEn CVnXV1;
3) an order ai of all the vertices of Vi is given for each i,

i1,*, n.
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